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PRODUCT & BUSINESS STRATEGY EXPERTISE AND SOLUTIONS 

Intuitive and Innovative Business and Product Development 
Executive who creates value and sustainable growth. Growing 
up as a tinkerer or young MacGyver included engineering an 
inflatable raft air pump from an old vacuum cleaner to using 
double runner ice skates to turn a sail boat into an ice yacht 
during the winter.  This was the perfect lead up to degree in 
Mechanical Engineering and a keen ability to develop creative 
solutions to complex problems in every role and assignment.
Business strategist and transformative leader who inspires 
confidence and rallies organizational support around new 
initiatives.  To fuel a competitive drive and a thirst for teamwork 
rugby football became an integral part of life form college until 
today.  The strategy, match play and camaraderie have been a 
invaluable resource in helping to formulate and execute 
effective business strategies.  These strategies have developed a 
leader who inspires confidence with cross functional and cross 
business teams, especially important during confidential or 
sensitive due diligence and post merger integration work.

Product Development and Innovation

Mergers and Acquisitions 

Post-Merger Integration

Business Turnaround and Transformation

Executive Strengths

Leadership Development & Cultural Integration

Dig in, Fix It, Design It, Build It… Deliver the Answer

Product Roadmap & Strategy Development: Utilize my ability to 
simplify technology into marketable ideas to help you define 
clear and deliverable product and business strategies.
New Tech Due Diligence: Engage my engineering background 
and extensive network to research and connect you with the 
tech leaders you are searching for.
M&A Deal Support | Post Merger Integration: Leverage my 
experience in closing several multi-million dollar deals to help 
your team with targeting, due diligence and integration to 
successfully complete transactions.
Sourcing Discovery: Utilize my extensive global network to help 
you find multiple manufacturing sources for a vast array of 
consumer and industrial products. 
Supply Chain Optimization: By using tools like value engineering 
and design to value, let me help eliminate bottlenecks and 
reduce complexity that wastes time and money.
Mentoring: Allow me to develop your high potential talent by 
coaching them and free your focus for other priorities. 

What I Can Do For You

Dynamic Results

Designed, developed and launched Levolor
branded size-in-store machine and program, 
placed in all Lowe’s stores, generating over $200M 
in annual revenue. Named inventor on 10 US 
Patents on the machine and program.
Executed new Strategic Business Unit (SBU) 
organizational structure, European testing lab and 
operating processes, increasing new product 
vitality from 8% to 28%.
Identified and closed seven strategic acquisitions, 
valued at $419M, including expansion into an 
adjacent product category. Deals included US and 
cross-border transactions in China, India, 
Argentina and Canada.
Led successful post merger integration efforts for 
several emerging market transactions including 
two in China, one in India and one in Argentina.
Divested four underperforming businesses 
totaling $270M in sales, providing $14M in profit 
improvement.
Reengineered, repackaged and relaunched three 
product lines, and rationalized product mix to 
focus on more profitable products, increasing 
sales from $235M to $266M and GM from 48.5% 
to 50.2%
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